Many clinical questions in voice production center on vocal efficiency and economy, the ability to sustain phonation over long periods of time without injury. Some traditional and new concepts about vocal efficiency and economy are presented. Potential clinical applications will likely involve computer simulation, the matching of simulated air and tissue movement to signals derived on neck surfaces (EGG) and behind a semiocclusion of the lips.
INTRODUCTION
Phonation involves the conversion of several forms of energy into acoustic energy. Metabolic energy is used to initiate and maintain muscle contractions; aerodynamic energy is produced in the pulmonary system to drive an airstream through the vocal tract; elastic energy is stored and retrieved in stretched tissues; and kinetic energy is developed in tissue and air during oscillation of the vocal folds. The final conversion is to acoustic energy in the form of sound waves. How efficient and economic are the various conversion processes?
Efficiency is usually defined as a ratio of useful energy output to energy input. A global efficiency calculation for human sound production would begin with total caloric input from food and end with acoustic power radiated from the mouth. Such a global efficiency calculation is of little practical use, however, because the body is a multi-purpose machine. Efficiency must be localized to the voice production system. From a clinical perspective, vocal efficiency should also involve a cost factor, which would transform it into a vocal economy measure.
At least two economy measures have previously been proposed. Berry et al. (2001) computed an output-tocost ratio (in dB) as the acoustic pressure at the mouth divided by vocal fold contact stress. To make the ratio dimensionless, two reference values, 20 ȝPa for pressure at the mouth and 1.0 kPa for contact stress, were arbitrarily selected. This gave output/cost ratios in the range of 55 -70 dB. It was shown that the ratio varied with glottal width, 0.5 mm being an optimal value. While the ratio of acoustic output to contact stress is conceptually very appealing, it is not feasible to measure this ratio in the clinic because contact stress between the vocal folds is an invasive measure (Verdolini et al., 1999) . Results in the Berry et al. study were based on computer simulation, for which contact stress is an easy calculation.
Titze (2006) and Titze and Laukkanen (2007) proposed an m m U a ratio for vocal economy, where m U is the maximum flow declination rate at the glottis and m a is the maximum area declination rate of the glottis. The rationale for this ratio is that m U is closely related to vocal intensity (Holmberg et al., 1988; Stathopoulos and Sapienza, 1993) , whereas m a is closely related to tissue velocity (impact stress) prior to collision. Thus, this economy ratio is increased by raising m U or lowering m a , or both. But again, an easy clinical measurement of m a is not yet available. Recent advancements in high-speed kymographic imaging of vocal fold vibration have brought about the potential for obtaining this vocal economy measure on a live individual. A combination of inverse-filtering the oral flow (to obtain glottal flow and its derivative) and high-speed kymographic analysis (to obtain glottal area) may lead to a feasible clinical procedure. The combined measurement techniques were demonstrated by Grandqvist et al. (2003) .
GLOTTAL EFFICIENCY AND A PRESSURE CONVERSION RATIO
Glottal efficiency has traditionally been defined as the radiated acoustic power from the mouth divided by the pulmonary aerodynamic power delivered by the lungs (Bouhuys et al., 1968; Schutte, 1980) . In terms of a SPL measurement at a distance R from the mouth, this can be written as 120 2 / 1 0 4 10
where P s is the mean subglottal pressure and U g is the mean (slow moving) airflow in the vocal tract. Since power is the rate of energy change, and since energy conservation principles apply throughout the airway, it is guaranteed that the vocal efficiency ratio always ranges between 0.0 and 1.0. This is very satisfying from a physical standpoint, giving an exact accounting of "useful" versus "wasted" energy in the vocal system.
There are several problems with glottal efficiency, however. First, the aerodynamic energy asymptotes to zero when the open quotient (duty ratio) in the glottis approaches zero. This makes vocal efficiency very high for vocal fry or "pressed voice." Clinicians warn against the use of such vocalizations because of potential tissue damage. Second, the radiated power from the mouth is highly dependent on mouth opening, suggesting that vocal efficiency changes with vowel. A standardized mouth configuration has not yet been adopted. Third, measurement of an airborne acoustic signal requires exact specification of the mouth-microphone distance and some guarantee of room acoustic fidelity to avoid contamination from environmental noise and reflections. Fourth, a direct measure of lung pressure is invasive and difficult to obtain. A shuttering technique with the syllable repetition /pa-pa-pa-…/ is used for indirect s P measurement, with the assumption that oral pressure equals lung pressure in the /p/ occlusion.
Airflow is measured with a circumferentially-vented mask placed over the mouth and nose (Figure 1) .
An alternative approach is to use a dual cannula oral manometer with a small mouth opening to compute a pressure ratio,
where p O is the oral time-varying (acoustic) pressure and P O is the oral steady (aerodynamic) pressure, both measured behind the lips (Figure 2 ). With this measure, several shortcomings are removed. First, lung pressure is not needed, making the measurement less invasive. Second, no airborne signals are measured, removing the need to specify mouth-microphone distance and reducing environmental interference. Third, the measurement is not voweldependent because a standard orifice is created at the lips. However, a disadvantage is that a pressure ratio, unlike a power ratio, is not a true efficiency measure. It has no upper bound and depends on the acoustic and aerodynamic impedances of the transmission system. A non-invasive way to normalize vocal efficiency or the oral pressure ratio to a cost factor is to utilize a metric from an electroglottograph (EGG) signal. Electroglottography measures vocal fold contact area. A clinical assumption is that greater contact results from a more forceful collision between the vocal folds, which has a greater cost.
HOW CAN COMPUTER SIMULATION BE HELPFUL?
Computer simulations of vocal fold tissue vibration, glottal airflow, and acoustic wave propagation in subglottal and supraglottal airways have reached a high level of sophistication. They are a laboratory unto themselves. As an example, our NCVS simulator, the mathematical details of which are described in a reference book (Titze, 2006) , is easily set up to calculate glottal efficiency, an oral pressure ratio, or any other variable obtained from tissue or air movement. With a finite element tissue model (Figure 3 ) it can also calculate the contact area between the vocal folds during a glottal cycle (Figure 4) . One simple measure obtainable from this contact area would be a contact quotient Q c , the ratio of the duration of contact to the period of oscillation. A similar measure can be obtained from the clinical EGG waveform. The unsolved task is to relate the clinical measures to internal air and tissue movement, tissue stress, energy dissipation, and other key dynamical variables. 
